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Clinician scientists tend to be well-suited for leading biomedical
research but not for completing research data analytics, especially in
large systems like the National COVID Cohort Collaborative (N3C) data
enclave. Data scientists tend to be well-suited for completing analytics
but not for leading biomedical research. Therefore, clinician scientist and
data scientist partnerships are critical for successful “big data” research.
However, while clinician scientists may sometimes be found in smaller
medical schools and in non-academic health systems, data scientists are
often not readily available outside of eminent academic medical centers.
This inequity is underscored in cases like the N3C, to which many non-
academic institutions contribute data but do not have scientists available
to research that data. This disparity was identified by partner institutions
within the Institute for Translational Medicine (ITM) who challenged its
leadership to make N3C – provisioned with data by all – serve more than
those with established research infrastructure.

This poster describes a data science training and analytics infrastructure
that was implemented in response to this challenge, pairing data
scientists with clinician scientists at the ITM for research in the N3C data
enclave. We will describe our implementation of (i) an ITM N3C user
group, (ii) an internal N3C project selection and support process, (iii) how
the scope of work was defined and divided within each project from
hypothesis to manuscript drafting, (iv) associated costs and how they
were covered, as well as (v) lessons learned through the use of data in a
large enclave such as N3C. Lessons learned will be described in a
manner that supports implementation of similar infrastructures at other
CTSA hubs and provides a possible model for making “big data” research
more widely accessible to diverse stakeholders.

Data Science Training and Analytics

N3C User Group

N3C Small-
Group Projects

Evaluation of Association of 
Alpha-2 Adrenergic Receptor 
Agonist Dexmedetomidine 

Use and Mortality in Patients 
with COVID-19
Hamilton et al.

Aim: Evaluate if DEX use and 
timing are associated with 

reduced mortality in patients 
with COVID-19

Clinician Scientists + Data Scientists
ITM Executive Committee (EC) approved 
funds allocation and encouraged 
participation by clinical scientist faculty 
and fellows at all six ITM institutions

- User Group ran Sep 21 to May 22
- Facilitated by 2 UC senior analysts
- Attendees part of same N3C project 
- Clinicians guided curriculum which 

analysts then taught. 
- Curriculum covered build and demo of 

common analytic steps/templates, and 
clinician FAQs

- A few, but not all, clinicians were able 
to run analytics during or between 
meetings & give feedback

- Sessions were recorded & shared only 
with attendees through secure app

- Weekly 1-hr sessions for 6 months
- Alternated day-of-week to maximize 

attendance
- 5 to 15 attendees throughout, with 

largest attendance and broadest scope 
before project selection

- Costs: $23,096 (this also helped fund 
the projects – see to right)

To support this effort against COVID, UC re-
allocated data scientists and a project 
manager from the ITM Learning Health 
System cluster, which fit with the cluster’s 
mission and the early-adopter N3C 
experience of the analysts.

Development of Pulmonary 
Fibrosis After COVID19

Adegunsoye et al. 
Aim:  Identify drug 

treatments that predispose 
to or protect against the 

development of pulmonary 
fibrosis after COVID-19. 

Partner 
institution inequity

Were contributing data, 
but lacked resources to 

analyze it

- Projects goal: complete 1-2 by end of 
funding cycle (June 22)

- Dedicated analyst hired by Feb 22 (took 
time to find qualified analyst) 

- Internal RFA distributed in Feb 22, deadline 
3 weeks (User Group attendees had 
advance notice)

- 4 applications from 5 of 6 institutions 
- Reviewed for feasibility and merit in 2 

weeks by User Group leads, EC
- 2 projects selected in Mar 22
- Took 1.5 months to get data access
- Benefited from User Group (UG) 

templates, experience: N3C contents 
varied over time and by data partner, but 
the UG built on past experiences

- Projects were both in initial manuscript 
prep by August 22

- Costs:  $41,776 (plus share of user group 
funding – see to left)

The ITM is a Chicago-
based CTSA led by 
PIs at UChicago (UC) 
and Rush University 
in collaboration with 
4 partner institutions


